
A Global 
Message: 
Reflecting on 
the Funeral 
of Raisi
The funeral of Seyyed Ebrahim Raisi is regarded as a significant and ele-
vated event in Iran, showcasing both national unity and authentic Iranian 
identity to the world. This ceremony, extensively covered by domestic 
and international media, not only displayed deep collective emotions 
but also represented a rational and strategic approach to spiritual and 
cultural currents, a hallmark of Raisi’s influence in highlighting Iran’s 
domestic culture and spiritual aspects.
This massive gathering transcended mere respect for an individual, sym-
bolizing a redefinition and reaffirmation of a forgotten spiritual renais-
sance that sought to breathe new life into Iranian society. The funeral of 
Raisi was not just a demonstration of national commitment but also a 
proclamation for spiritual awakening and the strengthening of the na-
tion’s foundations.
The live and precise broadcast of this ceremony by domestic media show-
cased widespread public attendance and provided deeper analysis and 
insight into the events, reflecting social commitment and national awak-
ening. Social media platforms also facilitated the exchange of personal 
experiences and viewpoints, enhancing societal insight and knowledge 
about the fundamental components and spiritual roles of figures like Rai-
si in fortifying Iran’s cultural and social foundations.
However, the mainstream media coverage of the ceremony appeared 
carefully curated, with close-up shots dominating the broadcasts, po-
tentially downplaying the true size of the crowd. While many reports 
cited “thousands” of attendees, population estimation experts suggest 
that millions participated in the ceremonies. Some networks, like CNN, 
managed to show parts of the larger crowd, providing a glimpse of the 
message the Iranian nation sought to convey to the world.
It is important to note that for decades since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, 
major media outlets and platforms have sought to negatively portray Iran, 
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